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Abstract
Many monetary and fiscal policy measures have aimed at mitigating the effects of the finan-
cial market meltdown that started in the U.S. subprime sector in 2008 and has subsequently spread
world wide as a great recession. Slowly some recovery appears to be on the horizon, yet it is worth-
while exploring the fragility and potentially destabilizing feedbacks of advanced macroeconomies
in the context of a framework that builds on the ideas of Keynes and Tobin. This framework
stresses the fragilities and destabilizing feedback mechanisms that are potential features of all ma-
jor markets—those for goods, labor, and financial assets. We use a Tobin macroeconomic portfolio
approach and the interaction of heterogeneous agents on the financial market to characterize the
potential for financial market instability. Though the study of the latter has been undertaken in
many partial models, we focus here on the interconnectedness of all three markets. Furthermore,
we study what potential labor market, fiscal and monetary policies can have in stabilizing unstable
macroeconomies. In order to study this problem we introduce, besides money, long term bonds
and equity into the asset market. We in particular propose a countercyclical monetary policy that
sells assets in the boom and purchases them in recessions. Modern stability analysis is brought to
bear to demonstrate the stabilizing effects of the suggested policies. The policies suggested here
could help the Fed in its search for an appropriate exit strategy after its massive intervention in the
financial market.
∗The authors acknowledge the comments and suggestions from the audience at the conference in
honour of Professor Giancarlo Gandolfo. The usual caveat applies.
1 Introduction
The impact of financial market crises on the real side of the economy has long
been studied.1 Yet, the current financial crisis is less well understood. It seems
to be neither a financial crisis triggered by a currency run, nor by the bursting of a
technology bubble, but rather a crisis originating in the financial market in one of the
most advanced countries of the world economy, the US. It appears to have resulted
from two driving forces: macroeconomic changes (low interest rates, high liquidity,
easy credit, and external imbalances) and the use of new financial innovations which
substantially contributed to increasing leverage and driving up asset prices.
The crisis is also to some extent a crisis in economic theory. Since about the
mid 1970s, economists have come to accept the dynamic stochastic general equilib-
rium (DSGE) framework as the one in which to carry out macroeconomic analysis.
The earlier Keynesian (and other variants) have been dismissed as being “old fash-
ioned” and/or no longer relevant. This approach survives in what today may be
called the non-market clearing disequilibrium paradigm or tradition (see Chiarella,
Flaschel and Franke (2005)); it stresses in particular the main macroeconomic (sta-
bilising/destabilising) feedback mechanisms and their interconnectedness, the lack
of which in the DSGE paradigm makes that framework problematic. The difference
in viewpoints may be seen as a continuation of the discussion from the 1930s as to
whether the origin of business cycles is due to some endogenous mechanism that
can constrain an economic system that has the potential to become locally unstable;
or, whether it is generated by a system that is locally stable but continually per-
turbed by external shocks. The fact that when faced with such a deep crisis policy
makers essentially went back to the old Keynesian policy prescriptions is, in the
view of the authors, an indictment of the standard theory and casts some doubt on
its relevance, even though it has become so dominant.
The financial crisis, starting in the US subprime sector, has spread world
wide to become a great recession. A hyperactive monetary and fiscal policy since
the end of 2007 has attempted to prevent a further financial meltdown in the ad-
vanced economies. Whilst some observers maintain that a slow recovery appears
to be on the horizon and that the standard economic paradigm has redeemed itself,
it is still worth exploring the fragility and potentially destabilizing feedbacks of ad-
vanced macroeconomies in the context of the non-market clearing macroeconomic
paradigm. This is particularly so since fragilities and destabilizing feedbacks seem
to be potential features of all markets (the product market, the labor market, and
1An important framework for studying the history of financial crises can be found in Minsky
(1982).
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again.
In this paper we will focus in particular on the financial market. We use
a Tobin type of macroeconomic portfolio approach, coupled with the interaction
of heterogeneous agents on the financial market, to characterize the potential for
financial market instability. Though the study of the latter has been undertaken in
many partial models, we focus here on the interconnectedness of all three markets.
Furthermore, we study the potential for labor market and monetary policies to sta-
bilise unstable macroeconomies. In a companion paper, Asada, Chiarella, Flaschel,
Mouakil, Proan˜o and Semmler (2011), we focus on fiscal policy measures that can
stabilise the economy. Amongst a range of stabilizing policies we in particular pro-
pose a countercyclical monetary policy that sells assets in the boom and purchases
them in recessions. Modern stability analysis of dynamical systems is brought to
bear to demonstrate the stabilizing effects of the suggested policies.
This paper builds on work of Asada, Chiarella, Flaschel, Mouakil, Proan˜o
and Semmler (2010), Asada et al. (2011) by using the modelling framework of those
papers to design a macrodynamic framework for labor market and monetary poli-
cies that allows in general for large swings in financial and real economic activity. It
builds on models of the dynamic interaction of the labor market, the product market
and the financial market with risky assets. We revive the framework of a macroe-
conomic portfolio approach that Tobin (1969, 1980, 1982) had suggested, but also
build on recent work on the interaction of heterogeneous agents in the financial mar-
ket.2 We allow for heterogeneity in share and goods price expectations and study
the financial, nominal and real cumulative feedback chains that may give rise to the
potential of an unstable economy. Whilst we would characterise our approach as a
disequilibrium one, we do connect to traditional Keynesian business cycle analysis
as proposed by writers such as Tobin and Minsky. An important addition to the
related papers by Asada et al. (2010, 2011), is the incorporation of long term bonds
on the asset market in order to capture some essential features of the financial sec-
tor. We will show that, on the one hand, the insights gained in Asada et al. (2010),
concerning safe and risky assets can be preserved and meaningfully extended while,
on the other hand, the role of monetary policy is reformulated in ways that make
it effective. The enhancement of the financial markets by one further risky asset
does not restructure their working in a fundamental way, yet it will allow the re-
designed monetary policy to overcome its somewhat unrealistic working (through
open market operations on the stock market).
2Recent work stressing the interaction of fundamentalist and behavioural traders in financial
markets and their role in creating bubbles and crashes, includes Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) and
Chiarella, Dieci and He (2009).
the financial market), and the period we have just lived through could easily occur
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The model consists of households, divided into worker households and as-
set holder households; and firms who produce and invest; and fiscal and monetary
policy authorities who provide the economy public services within the limits of
their budget constraints. An important module is a wage price sector which relies
upon both a dynamic wage Phillips curve and a dynamic price Phillips curve, both
of which are affected by a medium run expected inflation rate that adjusts in an
adaptive fashion. The capital markets equilibrate the demand for the financial as-
sets, money, equity and short term bonds, and in this paper long-term bonds, and
are based upon Tobin’s (1969) framework as embellished by Franke and Semmler
(1999). The framework overall stresses the causal downward nexus from financial
market dynamics to real economic activity and stresses very much the feedback
mechanisms between the various sectors of the economy. In this respect, it differs
markedly from the DSGE approach. The main difference between the model pre-
sented in Asada et al. (2011) and the current paper is the use of long term bonds
rather than short term bonds as one of the assets of the model. This change may
at first seem minor but in fact is quite significant as it allows us to capture some
essential features of monetary policy.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 motivates long-term bonds
and incorporates them formally into the model structure. The intensive form of
the model and its steady state are introduced in Section 3. The comparative stat-
ics and the dynamics are studied in Section 4 and Section 5 explores a range of
policies that can bring about macroeconomic stability. Section 6 proposes a new
form of monetary policy that is not only concerned with interest rates, but also with
the countercyclical selling and buying of assets, a policy that the US Fed in fact
has undertaken and which is, in spirit, close to ideas proposed by Minsky (1982).
Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 Adding long-term bonds
In the basic KMG-Tobin model of Asada et al. (2011) money, short term bonds, and
equities comprise the set of financial assets. These assets were chosen in that paper
because the primary goal was to make clear the way in which the financial part of
the economy with equilibrated markets, when embedded with the real part of the
economy, brings about an inherent disequilibrium. One good reason to extend this
restricted set of financial assets in order to include long term bonds, is that they
compete more directly with the equity markets. They are also more comparable
with respect to the time horizon of investment. In the following, we shall refer to
equity (E), bonds (B,Bl) and money (M) as the financial assets in the economy.
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Sargent (1987, p.12) notes with respect to the bond (B), that it is a variable-
coupon bond that is issued by the government. The bond is essentially a savings
deposit, with changes in the interest rate altering the coupon, but leaving the dol-
lar value of bonds outstanding unchanged. This characterization implies that such
bonds are part of the money supply that is just M2 (which is the broad monetary
aggregate consisting of demand deposits, savings and other time deposits). The
question arises whether we should use a financial structure where the government
can issue money (in the sense of the money supply measure M2). Some assets
issued by the government exhibit a high degree of liquidity (due to their short ma-
turity horizon), but the bulk of government expenditure is not financed in this way,
and in particular not at a constant price of issue, since this would not only inter-
fere with the objectives of the central bank, but the bonds issued in the past would
also be an ideal object for rising liquidity preference (hoarding), due to the positive
yield this asset provides, in particular when it is considered as a perfect substitute
for equities as in Sargent (1987). As shown in Asada et al. (2010, 2011) under mild
assumptions on the portfolio demand functions for the financial assets consisting
of money, equity and short term bonds (around the steady state) monetary policy
is completely ineffective, since it only influences the cash management process be-
tween money and bonds, but does not reach the equity market and thus the financial
structure of firms.
Since in macroeconomic analysis one has to economize on the use of finan-
cial instruments in order to remain tractable we will use the theoretically polar case
to fix-price bonds, namely perpetuities in place of short-term bonds to finance the
government deficit. Short term bonds will be present implicitly, since we will use
the monetary aggregate M2 = M + B in the following analysis and they will only
be considered explicitly in Section 6 on monetary policy. Perpetuities are the other
typical bond configuration used in continuous time macrodynamics. Note that, if
we were to merely replace B by long-term bonds Bl with a variable price pb and
with the actual rate of return 1/pb + pˆb, we would lose an equation for the deter-
mination of the interest rate. In this way we are able to add long-term bonds to
the model without increasing its complexity, since taxes are treated net of interest
transfers as in Sargent (1987, p.16) and Rødseth (2000, p.170).
On the basis of the foregoing discussion we are dealing with the set of fi-
nancial assets: money M2, long term bonds Bl and equities E. The long term bonds
are perpetuities valued at any point in time with price pb and they pay out one unit
of money in every period of time, displaying an expected rate of return
reb = 1/pb +pib, (1)
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capital gain (the expected growth rate in long term bond prices pib).3 The actual
composition of M2 will only matter when monetary policy is considered explicitly
in Section 6. As the general structure is very similar to that of Asada et al. (2011) we
only give detailed explanation where the changes impact on the structural equations.
2.1 Private households
The worker households are not affected at all as they are assumed to consume all
their income and save nothing, and so are not involved in asset markets. However
asset holder households will experience some changes. The equations for their
income, consumption and savings become (note that p is the price of output)4
Cc = (1− sc)[rekK +(Bl + iB)/p−Tc], (2)
Sc = sc[rekK +(B
l + iB)/p−Tc] = ( ˙M2 + pb ˙Bl + pe ˙E)/p, (3)
Wc = (M2 + pbBl + peE)/p, W nc = pWc. (4)
The sources of income consist of dividend payments of firms to asset holders (rekK)
and real interest payments for the bond holdings (Bl + iB)/p. The income is dimin-
ished by a tax Tc. Thus consumption and saving are given by the saving propensity
sc of asset holders according to equations (2) and the first equation of (3).
The saving of asset holders enters their financial wealth. The desired nomi-
nal amounts of the financial assets are determined by demand functions that depend
on the rates of return of the assets and wealth according to the demand functions5,
3We assume that perpetuities Bl (issued by the government) have an expected rate of return
1/pb+pib, and equities E (issued by firms) an expected rate of return ree = (pY−wLd−δK)/(peE)+
pie, where pY −wLd −δK is the dividend payments of firms, pe is the price of equities and pie is the
expected growth rate in equity prices.
4Even though we have hidden the short term bonds in the expression for M2, interest on these in
the form of iB still needs to be taken into account in the following discussion. The reader should
also keep in mind that since the long term bonds pay out one unit of money per unit time the interest
payment on them (in nominal terms) appears simply as Bl in (2) and (3).
5We make the assumption that the nominal rate of interest has no impact on the asset demands;
which may be justified around the steady state of the economy (assuming that it only has an impact
on the cash management process within the money supply M2, but not on the risky assets).
6
6Note that ree , the expected rate of return on equity, is defined at equation (24) below as ree =
(Y e− δK−ωLd)/K = rek/q + pie where rek is the expected return on capital.
which is the sum of the inverted bond price (the interest rate), and the expected
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Md2 = fm(reb,ree)W nc , (5)
pbBld = fbl(reb,ree)W nc , (6)
peEd = fe(reb,ree)W nc , (7)
W nc = Md2 + pbB
ld + peEd . (8)
2.2 Government
The taxation of asset holders by the government changes and hence the government
budget equations must be adjusted to
T = τwωLd +Tc, (9)
Tc = tcK +(Bl + iB)/p, with tc = const., (10)
G = gK, g = const., (11)
Sg = T − (Bl + iB)/p−G, (12)
ˆM2 = µ, (13)
˙M2 + pb ˙Bl = pG+Bl + iB− pT. (14)
In equation (10) real tax levied on asset holders consists of a fixed proportion on
total capital tcK and of interest payments on the stock of bonds.7 This is a standard
“trick” to avoid interest payments in the consumption function of asset holders and,
as we will see, plays a role in the government budget constraint. It also has the effect
of making the model’s dynamics independent of iB, the interest payments on short
term bonds, as it avoids the feedback of interest payments on asset holders’ con-
sumption and their savings decision. The saving of the government is then given by
the income T = τwωLd +Tc minus the government purchases for interest payments
and provision of government services. From all this we can derive the government
budget equation as stated in equation (14), which state that all purchases minus
income are financed by the issue of money or long term bonds.8
7The reader should be aware of that even though equities and long-term bonds are taxed differ-
ently, it is implicit in the assumed portfolio demand functions that there is no arbitrage opportunity
between these two financial assets.
8The relationship between short-term and long-term interest rates is implicit in the assumed
portfolio demand functions, which are based on expected rates of returns on long-term bonds and
equities.
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2.3 Asset markets
As in the modelling of the asset holders, the demands for financial assets depend
crucially on the rates of return on long term bonds and equities. Thus, in order to
reach an equilibrium at every point in time on money, bond and equity markets, the
rates of return have to adjust to their equilibrium values instantaneously. Naturally
the demand functions of the asset holders in the capital markets fulfill the adding
up constraints
fm + fbl + fe = 1 (15)
and
∂ fm
∂ z +
∂ fbl
∂ z +
∂ fe
∂ z = 0, for z ∈ {r
e
b,r
e
e}. (16)
We also assume that the gross substitution property of the demand function is met.
3 Intensive form of the model and its steady state
For notational simplicity we use the symbol m in place of m2 = m + b until we
return to an explicit treatment of the composition of the variable m2 in Section 6.
In order to express the model in capital intensive form we use the results of Asada
et al. (2011). However in addition we need to derive explicitly the law of motion
for the intensive form of long term bonds bl = BlpK .
9
Solving equation (14) with respect to ˙Bl yields
˙Bl =
1
pb
(p(g− tc)K− τwwLd − ˙M2) (17)
and substituting this relation into ˙bl =
∂
(
Bl
pK
)
∂ t =
˙Bl
pK −b
l(pˆ+ I/K) we obtain
˙bl = 1
pb
(g− tc− τwωld −µm)−bl(pˆ+ I/K). (18)
Then substituting the expression for pˆ 10 into (18) we find (here pic is the
inflation climate variable, the formation of which is discussed at equation (39) be-
low)
˙bl = 1
pb
(g− tc− τwωld −µm)−bl(κ[βp(u− u¯)+κpβw(e− e¯)]+pic + i(·)).
9Note that bl is the number of long-term bonds per unit value of the capital stock.
10See (37) below for the equation for pˆ.
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With these preliminary considerations the entire model can be set up. First we lay
out the statically endogenous variables needed later in the differential equations:-
y = (1+αnd(n+βn))ye−βnν, (19)
ld = y/x, (20)
c = (1− τw)ωld +(1− sc)(ye−δ −ωld − tc), (21)
i(·) = iq(q−1)+ iu(u− u¯)+n, (22)
yd = c+ i(·)+δ +g, (23)
ree =
rek
q
+pie, (24)
reb =
1
pb
+pib, (25)
pie = αpiepiec +(1−αpie)pie f , (26)
pib = αpibpibc +(1−αpib)pib f , (27)
e = ld/l, (28)
u = y/yp, (29)
rek = y
e−δ −ωld . (30)
In the above q is Tobin’s q and is defined as the value of equity over the
value of capital stock, that is q = peE/(pK). Tobin’s q and the price of long term
bonds pb are responsible for the equilibrium on the financial markets for money,
long term bonds and equities at every point in time. The intensive form of the
demand functions reads
md = fm(reb,ree)(m+ pbbl +q), (31)
pbbld = fbl (reb,ree)(m+ pbbl +q), (32)
q = fe(reb,ree)(m+ pbbl +q). (33)
Thus the solution of the two equilibrium conditions
fm( 1pb +pib,
rek
q +pie)(m+ pbb
l +q)−m = 0, (34)
fbl ( 1pb +pib,
rek
q +pie)(m+ pbb
l +q)−b = 0, (35)
gives combinations of q and pb that equilibrate the money market and the long-term
bond market.11 The growth rates of wages and prices are given by the wage and
11A solution will automatically equilibrate the equity market because of Walras’ law.
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price Phillips curves
wˆ = κ (βw(e− e¯)+κwβp(u− u¯))+pic, (36)
pˆ = κ (βp(u− u¯)+κpβw(e− e¯))+pic, (37)
from which one can derive the growth rate of real wages (see equation (38) below).
The differential equations of the model can be expressed as
ωˆ = κ[(1−κp)βw(e− e¯)+(κw−1)βp(u− u¯)], (38)
p˙ic = αβpicκ[βp(u− u¯)+κpβw(e− e¯)]+(1−α)βpic(µ−n−pic), (39)
ˆl = n− i(·) = − iq(q−1)− iu(u− u¯), (40)
y˙e = βye(yd − ye)+(n− i(·))ye, (41)
ν˙ = y− yd − i(·)ν, (42)
˙picb f = βpib f ( ¯ηb−pib f ), (43)
p˙ibc = βpibc(pˆb−pibc), (44)
p˙ie f = βpie f ( ¯ηe−pie f ), (45)
p˙iec = βpiec(pˆe−piec), (46)
˙bl = 1
pb
(g− tc− τwωld −µm)
−b(κ[βp(u− u¯)+κpβw(e− e¯)]+pic + i(·)) , (47)
m˙ = mµ −m(κ[βp(u− u¯)+κpβw(e− e¯)]+pic + i(·)). (48)
Note that the statically endogeneous quantities defined in equations (19) -
(30) are required to form the right hand sides of the dynamical system (38) - (48).
We can state the following result about the steady state of the intensive
form:-12
Theorem 1 Assume that
1. the saving propensity of the asset holders sc is sufficiently large;
2. the government runs a primary deficit;
3. the long term expectations for equity price inflation of the fundamentalists
equals the steady state inflation rate of the prices of goods;
12From this section onwards we prove a number of propositions and theorems. The propositions
usually deal with the stability of the dynamical system under consideration whilst the theorems deal
with policy prescriptions. Generally we give the proofs of the propositions and, in the interests
of keeping the paper within reasonable bounds, omit the proofs of the theorems as they are quite
similar. The only exception is Theorem 8.
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4. setting ¯φ = g−tc−τwωldg−tc−τwωld+µ , the demand functions for financial assets are such
that
lim
reb→0
( fm(reb,rek +pie)+ fb(reb,rek +pie)) < ¯φ ,
lim
reb→∞
( fm(reb,rek +pie)+ fb(reb,rek +pie)) > ¯φ ;
then the dynamical system (38) to (48) displays a unique interior steady state with
ωo, lo, yeo, νo, bo, mo > 0.
Proof: See Ko¨per (2003).
4 Financial markets: Comparative statics
We have shown that under the conditions stated in Theorem 1 there exists a unique
steady state. Without loss of generality we specify the demand functions for fi-
nancial assets in a neighborhood of the steady state by (the αx0, αx1, αx2 for x ∈
{m,b,e} are all > 0.)
fm(reb,ree) = αm0−αm1reb−αm2(
rek
q
+pie), (49)
fbl (reb,ree) = αbl0 +αbl1reb−αbl2(
rek
q
+pie), (50)
fe(reb,ree) = αe0−αe1reb +αe2(
rek
q
+pie). (51)
Denoting the excess demand for cash balances and long term bonds by F1
and F2 respectively and using (25) we have
F1(pb,q;pib,rek,pie,bl,m)
=
[
αm0−αm1(
1
pb
+pib)−αm2(
rek
q
+pie)
]
(m+ pbbl +q)−m,
F2(pb,q;pib,rek,pie,bl,m)
=
[
αbl0 +αbl1(
1
pb
+pib)−αbl2(
rek
q
+pie)
]
(m+ pbbl +q)− pbbl.
At equilibrium F1 = 0 and F2 = 0 and applying the implicit function theorem( ∂ pb
∂m
∂q
∂m
)
= −

 ∂F1∂ pb ∂F1∂q
∂F2
∂ pb
∂F2
∂q


−1( ∂F1
∂m
∂F2
∂m
)
:= J(2)
−1
( ∂F1
∂m
∂F2
∂m
)
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We compute
detJ(2) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂F1
∂ pb
∂F1
∂q
∂F2
∂ pb
∂F2
∂q
∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (αm1αbl2 +αbl1αm2)
1
p2b
rek
q2
(m+ pbbl +q)2 +αm1
1
p2b
pbbl +αbl2
rek
q2
mbl
+αbl1
1
p2b
m+αm2
rek
q2
(m+q)bl + mb
l
m+ pbbl +q
. (52)
From the latter we can easily conclude that detJ(2) > 0 because all terms of
the sum are positive. In the following we make extensive use of the positive sign of
the determinant. To check the qualitative influence of the exogenous variables on
the price for long term bonds we only have to evaluate the sign of the term
1
detJ(2) (
∂F1
∂q
∂F2
∂ z −
∂F2
∂q
∂F1
∂ z ) for z ∈ {pie,pib,r
e
k,m,bl},
and for qualitative influence on Tobin’s q, that of
1
detJ(2) (
∂F2
∂ pb
∂F1
∂ z −
∂F1
∂ pb
∂F2
∂ z ) for z ∈ {pie,pib,r
e
k,m,bl}.
We evaluate the comparative statics of the dynamics around the steady state.
The effect of changes in money on the price of bonds:
∂ pb
∂m =
1
detJ(2)
(∂F1
∂q
∂F2
∂m −
∂F2
∂q
∂F1
∂m
)
=
1
detJ(2)
(
αm2
rek
q2
pbbl +αbl2
rek
q2
(pbbl +q)+
pbbl
m+ pbbl +q
)
,
which is positive since there are no negative terms in the sum. Thus, a rise (fall) in
money stock leads to a rising (falling) pb.
The effect of changes in long term bonds on the bond price:
∂ pb
∂bl =
1
detJ(2)
(∂F1
∂q
∂F2
∂bl −
∂F2
∂q
∂F1
∂bl
)
=
pb
detJ(2)
(
−αm2
rek
q2
(m+q)−αbl2
rek
q2
m−
m
m+ pbbl +q
)
< 0,
so that a rise in the supply of long term bonds lowers the price of the bonds.
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The dependence of the bond price on expected bond price inflation:
∂ pb
∂pib
=
1
detJ(2)
(∂F1
∂q
∂F2
∂pib
−
∂F2
∂q
∂F1
∂pib
)
=
1
detJ(2)
(
αm2
rek
q2
(m+ pbbl +q)+
m
m+ pbbl +q
)
(αbl1(m+ pbbl +q))
−
1
detJ(2)
(
αbl2
rek
q2
(m+ pbbl +q)+
pbbl
m+ pbbl +q
)
(−αm1(m+ pbbl +q)) > 0,
which has a positive impact.
The dependence of the bond prices on expected equity price inflation:
∂ pb
∂pie
=
1
detJ(2)
(∂F1
∂q
∂F2
∂pie
−
∂F2
∂q
∂F1
∂pie
)
=
1
detJ(2)
(
(−αbl2m)− (−αm2pbbl)
)
=?.
The ? indicates that we cannot say anything definite about this impact. It depends
on the exact sizes of the parameters of the system.
Dependence of bond prices on the expected rate of profit:
∂ pb
∂ rek
=
1
detJ(2)
(∂F1
∂q
∂F2
∂ rek
−
∂F2
∂q
∂F1
∂ rek
)
=
1
detJ(2)
(
(−αbl2/qm)− (−αm2/qpbbl)
)
=?.
Again we cannot determine the sign of this term.
The effect of money supply on Tobin’s q:
∂q
∂m =
1
detJ(2)
(∂F2
∂ pb
∂F1
∂m −
∂F1
∂ pb
∂F2
∂m
)
=
1
detJ(2)
(
(αbl1−αm1)
1
p2b
pbbl +αbl1
1
p2b
q+
blq
m+ pbbl +q
)
,
which is positive because the gross substitution property gives (αbl1−αm1) > 0 and
so we can conclude that ∂q∂m > 0.
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The effect of long term bond supply on Tobin’s q:
∂q
∂bl =
1
detJ(2)
(∂F2
∂ pb
∂F1
∂bl −
∂F1
∂ pb
∂F2
∂bl
)
=
1
detJ(2)
(
−αbl1
1
pb
m+αm1
1
pb
(m+q)
)
thus
∂q
∂bl
<
=
>
0 iff αm1
<
=
>
αbl1
m
m+q
.
The dependence of Tobin’s q on expected bond price inflation:
∂q
∂pib
=
1
detJ(2)
(∂F2
∂ pb
∂F1
∂pib
−
∂F1
∂ pb
∂F2
∂pib
)
=
1
detJ(2)
(
αm1(m+q)bl−αbl1mbl
)
.
Again the sign of this quantity is not definite and so depends on the particular pa-
rameter values.
The dependence of Tobin’s q on expected equity price inflation:
∂q
∂pie
=
1
detJ(2)
(∂F2
∂ pb
∂F1
∂pie
−
∂F1
∂ pb
∂F2
∂pie
)
=
1
detJ(2)
(
−αbl1
1
p2b
(m+ pbbl +q)+(
pbbl
m+ pbbl +q
−1)bl
)
(−αm2(m+ pbbl +q))
−
1
detJ(2)
(
αm1
1
p2b
(m+ pbbl +q)+
m
m+ pbbl +q
bl
)
(−αbl2(m+ pbbl +q)) > 0.
The dependence of Tobin’s q on the expected rate of profit:
∂q
∂ rek
=
1
detJ(2)
(∂F2
∂ pb
∂F1
∂ rek
−
∂F1
∂ pb
∂F2
∂ rek
)
=
1
qdetJ(2)
(
(αbl1αm2 +αm1αbl2)(m+ pbbl +q)2 +αm2bl(m+q)+αbl2mbl
)
> 0.
In this case the impact is unambiguous.
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Proposition 1 Tobin’s q in the steady state satisfies the relation
∂q
∂m >
∂q
∂ (pbbl)
.
Proof: We readily calculate from the comparative static results provided above that
there holds
(αbl1−αm1)
1
p2b
pbbl +αbl1
1
p2b
q+
blq
m+ pbbl +q
> (αm1−αbl1)
1
p2b
m+αm1
1
p2b
q
from which it follows that
(αbl1−αm1)
1
p2b
(m+ pbbl +q)+
blq
m+ pbbl +q
> 0.
We know that (αbl1 −αm1) > 0 and all other variables are positive in the steady
state.13
5 Policies for the stability of balanced growth
In this section we shall develop some policies about the stability of the dynamical
system driving the macroeconomy. Our proof strategy will be to prove results for
lower dimensional systems and gradually extend these by adding one dimension at
a time until we obtain the full dynamics. Our approach relies very much on the
continuity of the eigenvalue structure with respect to small changes in the underly-
ing parameters.14 Theorem 2 below relies on the existence of an independent fiscal
authority. It is true that such a concept may not yet be realised but we remind the
reader that it is not so long ago that the concept of independent monetary authority
(which is now the norm in most advanced economies) was equally far-fetched. For
further discussion on this we refer the reader to Asada et al. (2011).
First we prove the following proposition and theorem for the 3D subsystem:-
Proposition 2 Assume that the values of ω , ν , pic, piec, pie f , pibc, and pib f are at
their steady state values and that the parameters βp, βw, βn, βpic , βpiec, βpie f , βpibc ,
13The reader should note that ∂q∂m |m=pbbl > 0, which is reminiscent of the old textbook literature
on government expenditures comparing money, bond and tax financing. Here the condition states
that monetary expansion via open market bond purchases increases the state of confidence in the
investment function and is thus expansionary.
14This approach is outlined in Chiarella, Flaschel, Franke and Semmler (2006) in a model that
contains some of the features of the present model.
The following proposition turns out to be of use in subsequent analysis:-
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βpib f = 0, so that ω , ν , pic, piec, pie f , pibc, and pib f will remain at their steady state
values. In addition assume that the conditions for the existence of a steady state in
Theorem 1 are fulfilled. Then the 3D dynamical system
m˙ = mµ −m(pico + i(·)),
˙bl = 1
pb(·)
(g− tc− τwωld −µm)−bl (pico + i(·)) , (53)
y˙e = βye(yd(·)− ye)+(n− i(·))ye,
possesses a locally asymptotically stable steady state under the following condi-
tions: βye is sufficiently large, iu is sufficiently small, and the parameter αe1 is
sufficiently small, and αm2,αbl2 are sufficiently small (that is, iff the parameter αe2
is also sufficiently small, implying that the impact of changing ree is relatively mod-
erate).
Proof: See the appendix.
Theorem 2 Assume, in addition to the government expenditure rules given by the
equations (9) to (11) the existence of an independent fiscal authority solely respon-
sible for the control of business fluctuations (acting independently of the fiscal pol-
icy given in (9) to (11)) which implements the following two rules for its activity
oriented expenditures and their funding:
gu =−gu(u− u¯) and tu = gu(u− u¯).
The budget of this authority is always balanced and it is assumed – due to the
present form of the model – that the taxes tu are paid by (or in the boom received
by) asset holding households. The stability condition on iu is now extended to the
consideration of the parameter (iu − gu). Then: An anti-cyclical policy gu that
is chosen in a sufficiently active way will enforce damped oscillations in the 3D
subdynamics if the savings rate sc of asset holders is sufficiently close to one and
if stock markets are sufficiently tranquil (meaning that the parameters αe1,αe2 are
sufficiently small and αm1 is not too large).
The theorem tells us that an anti-cyclical fiscal policy that is chosen in a
sufficiently active way will enforce damped oscillations in the 3D subdynamics if
the savings rate of asset holders is sufficiently close to one and if the stock market
readjustments are sufficiently inelastic (and αm1 not too large). Note that neither the
steady state nor the laws of motions are changed through this introduction of such
a self-determined business cycle authority, if sc = 1 holds true, which we assume
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to be the case. We also assume that the parametric assumptions on the financial
markets can be made if the Tobin taxes (considered below) are chosen sufficiently
large.
Next we let real wages vary by allowing the adjustment speed βp to be
positive, so that we are dealing with the 4D system
m˙ = mµ −m(κβp( yyp − u¯)+pico + i(·)),
˙bl = 1pb (g− tc− τwωl
d −µm)−bl
(
κβp( yyp − u¯)+pico + i(·)
)
,
y˙e = βye(yd − ye)+ ye(n− i(·)),
ω˙ = ωκ(κw−1)βp( yyp − u¯).
(54)
Proposition 3 Under the assumptions made in Theorem 1 and in Proposition 2, it
follows that the system (54) possesses an asymptotically stable steady state if the
parameter βp, the adjustment of real wages with respect to the capacity utilization
gap (u− u¯), is sufficiently small.
Proof: See the appendix.
Note that the implication of this condition for the 4D subdynamics is also
obtained under the assumption κw = 1, so that workers and their representatives
should always demand a full indexation of their nominal wages to the rate of price
inflation. This implies:
Theorem 3 Assume in the dynamical system (54) that the cost-push term in the
money wage adjustment rule is given by the current rate of price inflation (which is
perfectly foreseen). Then the 4D subdynamics exhibit damped oscillations around
the given steady state position of the economy.
This type of income policy, in fact of a scala mobile type, thus implies sta-
bility instead of instability (as might be expected), since it simplifies considerably
the real wage channel.
We next enlarge the system by allowing βw to take positive values, so we
are dealing with a 5D system about which we can state:
Proposition 4 Assume that the assumptions made in Proposition 3 are satisfied,
but in addition allow the parameter βw to take positive values. Then the resulting
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dynamical system
m˙ = mµ −m(κ
[
βp( yyp −u)+κpβw(
y
xl − e¯)
]
+pico + i(·)),
˙bl = 1
pb
(g− tc− τwω
y
x
−µm)−bl(κ
[
βp( yyp − u¯)+κpβw(
y
xl − e¯)
]
+pico + i(·)),
y˙e = βye[c+ i(·)+detJ +g− ye]+ ye(n− i(·)), (55)
ω˙ = ωκ[(1−κp)βw( y
xl − e¯)+(κw−1)βp(
y
yp
− u¯)],
˙l = l[−iq(q−1)− iu(
y
yp
− u¯)],
possesses an asymptotically stable steady state if βw is sufficiently small.
Proof: See the appendix.
Theorem 4 We assume that the economy is a consensus based one, so that labor
and capital reach agreement with respect to the scala mobile principle in the dy-
namics of money wages. Assume also that they agree that additional money wage
increases should be small in the boom (when u− u¯ > 0) and vice versa in the reces-
sion. This makes the steady state of the 5D subdynamics asymptotically stable.
Thus we see that the consensus between capital and labour described in
Theorem 4, which is essentially a corporatist income policy, can bring advantages
to both parties. It has the additional benefit of simplifying the process about the
general level of money wages.
Now we let the parameter βn become positive and we can assert:
Proposition 5 Assume that the assumptions of the Proposition 4 hold, but let the
parameter βn take positive values. Then, the dynamical system becomes
m˙ = mµ −m(κ
[
βp( yyp −u)+κpβw(
y
xl − e¯)
]
+pico + i(·)),
˙bl = 1
pb
(g− tc− τwω
y
x
−µm)−bl(κ
[
βp( yyp −u)+κpβw(
y
xl − e¯)
]
+pico + i(·)),
y˙e = βye[c+ i(·)+detJ +g− ye]+ ye(n− i(·)), (56)
ω˙ = ωκ[(1−κp)βw( y
xl − e¯)+(κw−1)βp(
y
yp
− u¯)],
˙l = l[−iq(q−1)− iu(
y
yp
− u¯)],
ν˙ = y− yd − i(·)ν,
and possesses an asymptotically stable steady state if βn is sufficiently small.
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Proof: The Jacobian of the system (56) is given by
J(6) =
(
J(5)i, j col 5
row 5 −βn−n+(sc− τw)ω βnx − (ν +1)∂ i(·)∂ν
)
when
col 5 =

mκ(
βp
yp +
κpβw
xl )
∂y
∂ν −m
∂ i(·)
∂ν ,
τwωβn
pbx +b
lκ(
βp
yp +
κpβw
xl )
∂y
∂ν −b
l ∂ i(·)
∂ν ,
−βye(sc− τw)ω βnx +(βye − ye)∂ i(·)∂ν , −ωκ( (1−κ)βwβnxl + (κw−1)βpβnyp ),
−l ∂ i(·)∂ν


⊤
,
row 5 =(
−(ν +1)∂ i(·)∂m , −(ν +1)
∂ i(·)
∂bl ,
∂y
∂ye −
∂c
∂ye − (ν +1)
∂ i(·)
∂ye ,
(τw− sc)y
x
− (ν +1)∂ i(·)∂ω , 0
)
.
With βn = 0 the last column consists of zeros except for J(6)6,6 which is −n. Thus the
eigenvalues of J(6) are −n and the five eigenvalues of J(5) which we have shown to
have negative real part. A sufficiently small increase in βn will not alter the sign of
the eigenvalues.
Theorem 5 For the 6D dynamical system (56) the Metzlerian feedback between
expected sales and output is given by
y = (1+αnd(n+βn))ye−βnν.
This static relationship implies that lowering production via αnd or by cautious
inventory adjustment through βn (or both) can tame the Metzlerian output acceler-
ator.
We do not introduce any regulation of this Metzlerian sales-inventory ad-
justment process, but simply assume that this inventory accelerator process is of
a secondary nature in the business fluctuations generated by the dynamics, in par-
ticular if the control of the Harrodian goods market accelerator of Theorem 1 is
working properly.
Next we allow the parameter βpic to become positive hence obtaining a 7D
system about which we have
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Proposition 6 Assume that all assumptions of Proposition 5 are fulfilled, but in
addition allow βpic take positive values. Then the dynamical system
m˙ = mµ −m(κ
[
βp( yyp −u)+κpβw(
y
xl − e¯)
]
+pic + i(·)),
˙bl = 1
pb
(g− tc− τwω
y
x
−µm)−bl(κ
[
βp( yyp − u¯)+κpβw(
y
xl − e¯)
]
+pic + i(·)),
y˙e = βye[c+ i(·)+δ +g− ye]+ ye(n− i(·)),
ω˙ = ωκ[(1−κp)βw( y
xl − e¯)+(κw−1)βp(
y
yp
− u¯)], (57)
˙l = l[−iq(q−1)− iu(
y
yp
− u¯)],
ν˙ = y− yd − i(·)ν,
p˙ic = αβpicκ[βp(u− u¯)+κpβw(e− e¯)]+(1−α)βpic(µ−n−pic),
possesses a local asymptotically stable steady state if βpic is sufficiently small.
Proof: The Jacobian of the 7D dynamical system (6) can be written as
J(7) =
(
J(6)i, j col 7
row 7 −(1−α)βpic
)
when
row 7 = (0,0,αβpicκ(βpyp +
κpβw
xl )
∂y
∂ye ,0,−αβpicκκpβw
y
xl2 ,
αβpicκ(βpyp +
κpβw
xl )
∂y
∂ν ,−(1−α)βpic),
col 7 = (−m,−bl,0,0,0,0,−(1−α))⊤.
When βpic = 0 row 7 consists of zeros, so that the matrix has six eigenvalues
with negative real part which are identical to those of the system in Proposition 5
and one eigenvalue of zero. Again we must show that the determinant is negative
if βpic is positive. Multiplying the first row of detJ(7) by αβpic/m and the fifth row
by −αβpic/l and adding both new rows to the seventh row we get a new seventh
row consisting of zeros and a negative entry of −βn at the seventh column. All
other entries are unchanged by those row operations. According to the proof of
Proposition 5 the upper left 6×6 matrix displays a positive determinant, hence the
determinant of J(7) must be negative.
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Theorem 6 Assume that the business cycle is controlled in the way we have de-
scribed it so far in Theorems 2, 3, 4 and 5. Suppose moreover that the aggregate
expectations of price inflation are of the form
˙pic = βpic(α pˆ+(1−α)(µ−n)−pic);
then choosing α sufficiently small guarantees the applicability of the preceding
proposition.
The economy will thus exhibit damped fluctuations if the parameter α is
chosen sufficiently small, which is possible if the business cycle is damped and
actual inflation (here only generated by the market for goods)15 pˆ∼ βp(u− u¯)/(1−
κp)+pic is moderate, so that firms are putting sufficient weight on the inflationary
climate and not on current wage inflation. A stronger orientation of the change in
the inflationary climate on a return to the steady state rate of inflation thus helps
to stabilize the economy. Alternatively, the adjustment speed of the inflationary
climate may be assumed to be sufficiently small, corresponding to what we have
already assumed on the wage price spiral in the preceding theorems.
Note that the consideration of expectations formation on financial markets
is still ignored (in fact it is assumed as static). It is however obvious that an enlarge-
ment of the dynamics by these expectations does not destroy the stability properties
if only fundamentalists are active, since this enlarges the Jacobian solely by a neg-
ative entry in its diagonal. Continuity then implies that a portion of chartists that
is relatively small as compared to fundamentalists will also preserve the damped
fluctuations that we have shown to exist in the above sequence of propositions.
Note that we have excluded the dynamics of the expectations of financial
asset prices (as have Asada et al. (2011)). With regard to the dynamic laws for the
expectations of equity and bond price inflation we can state.
Proposition 7 Allow the adjustment speeds of the fundamentalist expectations to-
wards the actual growth rate of bond prices (βpib f ) and equity prices (βpie f ) to be
positive (but keep the corresponding parameters of chartists at zero), then the dy-
namical system still displays an asymptotically stable steady state.
Proof: The law of motion of the expectations of the fundamentalists with respect
to the growth rate in equity prices given by equation (45) shows that there is always
a stable motion of expectations towards the steady state, since no other variable
affects this motion. The same is true for the law of motion of the fundamentalists
15Here the symbol ∼ means “is dominated by’.
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expectation about the inflation rate of long term bonds in equation (43). Adding
these two laws of motion to the dynamical system means that the Jacobian will
expand by two columns and two rows to become a 9D system. The rows will
contain only zeros with the exception of the main diagonal, which will be negative.
These are the negative values of the adjustment speeds. The two new eigenvalues
are thus the negative adjustment speeds while the other eigenvalues are the same as
those of J(7). The latter have negative real values as we have seen in Proposition 6.
Hence the asymptotically stable steady state is preserved.
In order to have the result of Proposition 7 enforced by policy action, inde-
pendently of the size of the chartist population, we introduce Tobin type taxes on
the capitals gains of equities and long-term bonds in the form
p˙iec = βpiec(τe pˆe−piec), (58)
p˙ibc = βpibc(τb pˆb−pibc). (59)
Such taxes could be monitored through a corresponding tax declaration
scheme which not only taxes capital gains, but also subsidizes capital losses (and
thus does not entirely disadvantage the asset holders of the model).
Theorem 7 For Tobin tax parameters τe,τb chosen sufficiently large (but below
100%) the damped business fluctuations remain damped.
The financial market accelerator can therefore be tamed through the intro-
duction of appropriate levels of Tobinian capital gains taxation rules. Note however
that this rule introduces a new sector into the economy, one which accumulates or
decumulates reserve funds (R) according to the rule
˙R = τe p˙eE + τb p˙bBl.
In order to keep again the laws of motion of the economy unchanged (and so allow
the application of the above stability propositions) we thus assume that this new
sector is independent of the other public institutions. The steady state value ρo of
the funds of the new sector expressed per value unit of capital pK (to be extended
to long-term bonds) is
ρo = (R/pK)o = τe(µ −n)/µ < 1,
which follows from the law of motion
ρˆ = ˆR− pˆ− ˆK =
˙R
R
R
pK
− pˆ− ˆK,
since there holds pˆ− ˆK = µ and ˆE = n,q = 1, pˆe = pˆ in the steady state. It is
assumed that the reserves of this institution are sufficiently large so that they will
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not become exhausted during the phases of damped business fluctuations generated
by the model.
The stability results of the propositions are intuitively very appealing since
they basically state that the wage-spiral must be fairly damped, the Keynesian dy-
namic multiplier be stable and not too much distorted by the emergence of Metz-
lerian inventory cycles, that the Harrodian knife-edge growth accelerator is weak,
and that inflationary and capital gains expectations are fundamentalist in orientation
and money demand is subject to small transaction costs and fairly unresponsive to
rate of return changes on financial assets (that is money demand is not too close to
a liquidity trap).
We have shown in the above theorems the result that independently con-
ducted countercyclical fiscal policy can limit the fluctuations on the goods market,
that an appropriate consensus between capital and labor can tame the wage-price
spiral and that a Tobin tax can tame the financial market accelerator. Metzlerian
inventory dynamics and fluctuations in the inflationary climate that is surrounding
the economy may then also be weak and thus not endanger asymptotic stability.
For the chartists we merely conjecture (but do not prove), that positive but
small adjustment speeds of their expectations on asset prices growth rates will pre-
serve asymptotic stability. It is difficult to prove such a conjecture since the dy-
namics is much more complex than that for the fundamentalists, since there are
complicated feedback channels involved.
Asada et al. (2010) have considered a basic version of a KMG-Tobin model
with a portfolio structure consisting of the assets money, fix-price bonds (with a
variable rate of interest) and equities. Equities were therefore the only risk-bearing
asset. The asset markets determined through their equilibrium conditions the short-
term rate of interest and Tobin’s q, the latter in turn providing the only link to the
real part of the economy by entering the investment decisions of firms. Monetary
policy must therefore have an impact of Tobin’s q in order to influence economic
activity and hence the rate of inflation. In the model of Asada et al. (2010) it is also
very natural to assume as asset demand structure (around the steady state) of the
form
M = Md = fm(i)W nc ,
B = Bd = fb(i,ree)W nc ,
peE = peEd = fe(ree)W nc .
We here have two assets that are perfectly liquid, M and B, where M is
only used for transactions purposes and thus subject to a simple Baumol type of
inventory decision rule; see Baumol (1952). However there is the possibility for
the central bank to influence the economy via an interest rate policy. In Asada
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et al. (2010) such a policy did not affect the real part of the economy, since it only
influenced the composition of M +B, but not its size. A direct influence on Tobin’s
q was therefore excluded in that analysis, since such a policy was assumed to not
change the expectations of the agents that act on the financial market. Only a policy
function that reacts countercyclically to the deviations of Tobin’s q from its steady
state value can thus contribute to the stabilization of the business cycle. But central
banks may be reluctant to adopt such a policy, a rule of quantitative easing type in
fact, which is debated in the literature, see Palley (2011). As suggested by Keynes,
central banks must at least be prepared to act on the long end of the bond market in
order to effectively control economic activity.
In this paper we have replaced short- term bonds by long-term bonds and
considered the asset demands
M2 = Md2 = fm(reb,ree)W nc ,
pbBl = pbBld = fbl (reb,ree)W nc ,
peE = peEd = fe(reb,ree)W nc .
We have two risk-bearing assets, only one of which (in aggregate form) is
perfectly liquid and thus can be the object of hoarding (liquidity preference). This
is definitely an improvement in comparison to Asada et al. (2010). Central banks
are assumed now to trade at least in long-term bonds (if not even equities), since
trade in short-term bonds may not be effective. It may therefore be worthwhile to
consider short-term bonds explicitly in order to see what an interest rate policy on
the short end of the market can achieve.
A central conclusion of the present section is that the stability properties of
the model may be too weak to give rise to damped oscillations around the balanced
growth path by themselves, and thus the policy actions discussed may be necessary
in order to stabilize such an unstable economy.
6 Monetary Policy
We have so far only considered the portfolio choice of asset holders between M2,Bl,E,
but not their demand for money M and short-term bonds B separately. This second
step in the portfolio management process of asset holders is however a very simple
one, since it only concerns their cash management, their intentions to hold central
bank money M versus their holding of saving deposits Bc. We thus simply add the
relationships (the reader should keep in mind that the quantity Bb is not available to
the public, but held by the central bank)
M2 = M +Bc ≡ Md(i)+Bdc (i), Mdi =−Bdci < 0. (60)
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Equation (60) states that asset holders intend to reduce their cash holdings
in the case of an increasing rate of interest on short-term bonds. Assuming an
interest rate policy rule as characterizing the monetary policy of the central bank
then simply implies that the central bank has to adjust to the cash and short-term
bond composition that is desired by the asset holders at this rate of interest. But this
adjustment process does not change anything in the rest of the financial markets and
also nothing in the real sector or the economy.
Monetary policy is therefore completely ineffective in our model if it acts
solely on the short term end of the asset markets, unless one assumes that agents
mistakenly consider monetary policy as being effective and interpret a changing
rate of interest as a change of the assumed state of confidence of both themselves
and the central bank. But this may be a very unreliable channel for such a monetary
policy, since it is based on interpretations of the prevailing situation that may be
subject to sudden and uncontrollable regime switches.
We shall thus assume for simplicity an interest rate peg of the central bank
and a given composition of the money holdings M2 = M + Bc of asset holders.
Concerning the supply of new money we moreover assume a constant growth rate
µ, an assumption which we also apply to the growth rate of short-term government
bonds B. This gives rise to the flow conditions
˙M = µM = ˙Bb, pb ˙Bl = pG+Bl + iBc− pT − ˙B, ˙B = µB,
with Bb,Bc being the holdings of short-term government debt of the central bank
and the asset holders respectively. Thus
pb ˙Bl = p(G−Tc)− ˙M− ˙Bc = p(G−Tc)−µ(M +Bc), Tc = T − (Bl + iBc)/p
since the growth rate of Bc must be equal to that of B in this situation. Note that
in deriving the first equation on the last line we have used the result that ˙Bc + ˙Bb =
˙B. This implies the law of motion for the long-term debt of the government (see
Proposition 2) now becomes
˙bl = 1
pb(·)
(g− tc− τwωld −µ(m+bc))−bl (pico + i(·)) .
Here, the discussion of the expression m + b is simply replaced by m +
bc, since part of the short-term bonds is now explicitly held by the central bank
(which transfers the resulting interest income back into the government sector at
each moment in time). This implies that also the asset markets and private wealth
are now based on Bc in place of B, with ˙B = µB as the new inflow into these asset
markets.
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In view of the given structure of the private sector of the economy the fol-
lowing alternative to an interest rate policy rule may now be the best choice as
monetary policy for the central bank. Concerning the long-run control of inflation
it keeps pursuing the Friedman type of open market policy rule, namely
˙Ml = µM = ˙Bb, µ = constant.
For the total change in money supply we now however assume on this basis that it
obeys the rule (M = Ml +Ms)
˙Ms = ˙M− ˙Ml = pe ˙Eb, ˙Ms =−βmq(qo−q)(M +Bc),
where Eb denotes the amount of equities held by the central bank. As short-run
monetary policy the central bank now trades in equities instead of short-term gov-
ernment debt, in view of the role Tobin’s q plays in the investment function of the
present model. The assumed rule states that the central bank supplies extra equities
on the stock market in a boom and buys equities in a downturn. With this policy it
thus aims to make the stock market less volatile.
We therefore now have also to distinguish central bank and private holdings
of equities E = Eb +Ec. For total private wealth this gives the defining expression
W nc = M + Bc + pbBl + peEc in place of the sum of items we have used so far, so
that we get as representation of the equity market in intensive form
q = fe(ree,reb)(m+bc + pbbl +q).
The stock of equities held by the asset holders therefore does not enter the dynamics
explicitly, but only in the form of Tobin’s q as determined by the private part of the
asset markets (to be used in the investment function as before).
The above short-term policy of the central bank implies for the law of mo-
tion of the money supply m2 = (M +Bc)/(pK) the expression16
m˙2 = µm2− (pic + i(·))m2−βmq(qo−q)m2.
This is the only change in the laws of motion considered, which therefore can again
be analyzed as in the preceding section.
16Note that this was formerly denoted by m.
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Theorem 8 The now augmented 3D subdynamics of the full 9D dynamics:
m˙2 = µm2− (pico + i(·))m2−βmq(qo−q)m2,
˙bl = 1
pb(·)
(g− tc− τwωld −µm2)−bl (pico + i(·)) , (61)
y˙e = βye(yd(·)− ye)+(n− i(·))ye,
can be additionally stabilized (by increasing the parameter range where damped
oscillations are established and by making the originally given damped oscilla-
tions even less volatile) by increasing the parameter value βmq of the new term
−βmq(q−qo)m2 in the law of motion for real balances, if anticyclical fiscal policy
is sufficiently active to make the dynamic multiplier process a stable one (by neu-
tralizing the Harrodian investment accelerator) and if the savings rate sc of asset
holders is sufficiently close to one (which allows one to ignore effects from taxation
on the consumption of asset holders).
Proof:17 From the comparative static exercises we know that Tobin’s q depends
positively on m2 and also positively on bl if it is assumed in the latter case that
the equity market is sufficiently tranquil (if the parameter αe1 is sufficiently small).
Moreover, the price of perpetuities pb always depends positively on m2 and nega-
tively on bl.
The Routh-Hurwitz polynomial of the Jacobian matrix of the given exten-
sion of the original model is now augmented through the assumed stock market
policy by the principal minors that are obtained from the additional matrix of the
dynamical equations
m˙2 = −βmq(q(m2,bl,rek)−qo)m2,
˙bl = 1
pbo(·)
(g− tc− τwωld −µm2)−bl (pico + i(·)) ,
y˙e = βye(yd(·)− ye)+(n− i(·))ye,
which only differs from the original one in its first row (as far as the formation of
the Jacobian matrix is concerned). This row can be used to eliminate the iq(·) term
in the i(·) function when calculating the principal minors of this additional Jacobian
matrix. Thereby the last row in the Jacobian becomes of the form (0,0,−).
17Here we merely give a sketch of the proof as lack of space prevents us from giving full details,
which are similar in spirit to the other proofs that we have already given.
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We had already shown that
∂q
∂m >
∂q
∂ (pbbl)
,
which implies the the upper minor of order 2, J3, J(3)3,3 of the laws of motion is posi-
tive, implying that the 3D determinant is negative. The other (additional) principal
minors of order 2 are also positive and the trace is clearly negative. From these
results one then easily gets that the Routh-Hurwitz coefficients of the characteristic
polynomial of the augmented Jacobian exceed the original ones, while the nega-
tive of the determinant of the Jacobian is dominated by the product tr(J(3))(J(3)1 +
J(3)2 + J
(3)
3 ), so that the final Routh-Hurwitz condition tr(J(3))(J
(3)
1 + J
(3)
2 + J
(3)
3 )−
detJ(3) < 0 is obviously also fulfilled.
This theorem is however a conjecture only at the present state of the investi-
gation of our KMG-Tobin model, since we can only prove it for the moment when
we assume that the price of long-term bonds remains at their steady state value.
However if one integrates the fluctuations of the price of perpetuities into this sta-
bility discussion one obtains an additional term in the upper minor of order 2 of the
form: (
− −
− +
)
,
which clearly adds instability to the dynamics.
Therefore, the consideration of long-term government bonds in the dynamic
law of motion for government debt adds centrifugal forces to the considered dynam-
ical system, since in particular there is now a positive feedback between the level
of long-term debt and its rate of change (per unit of capital). We stress that this is
a price effect and not a quantity effect in the dynamics of the government budget
equation, since the accumulation of long-term debt lowers its price and therefore
leads to more flow demand of the government for such debt. One may hope that
this effect is dominated by the many stabilizing effects we have discussed in the
preceding section. If not, the government has to change the financing of its debt
into a direction which eliminates such cumulative forces.
We note that the destabilizing minor of order 2 was not present in the model
with only fix-price bonds as in paper by Asada et al. (2010). Moreover, stability is
less likely in the private sector of the economy now, due to the assumed existence
of one risky intermediate asset between fix-price bonds and equities. This remark
however only concerns the 3D structure of the model, while the stability proposition
built on the initial scenario – on the role of corporate income policies, fiscal policy
and the inventory cycle – holds in the model extended by long-term government
debt as well. The most crucial feature of the considered model is however the
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interaction between financial markets and the q-theory of investment behavior of
the model.
7 Conclusions
Summing up, it is not the individual behavior of economic agents (firms, house-
holds, institutions) but rather the interconnectedness of agents and sectors that pro-
duces the stabilizing or destabilizing feedback effects. Left to itself, the macroecon-
omy has experienced large boom-bust cycles, with extensive externalities when the
bubble has burst. In the context of our proposed model we would argue that boom-
bust cycles can be dampened. More specifically, in terms of policy, we have shown
that countercyclical labor market and fiscal policies, with a tranquilized wage-price
spiral, a Tobin tax on capital gains and the implementation of a Tobin rule in place
of a Taylor rule could be – taken together – powerful means to make the busi-
ness cycle not only less volatile, but damped and maybe also convergent to some
balanced growth path of the economy. Besides demand management by a fiscal au-
thority, wage management through cooperation between capital and labor, we must
have monetary policies that concentrate on financial markets – here represented by
money, long term bonds and equity – in order to dampen business cycles on the
macro level by means of policies of buying and selling financial assets.
We should point out that the real wage dynamics are independent of the law
of motion of inflationary climate expectations. In fact, the main results precede the
inclusion of pic into the considered cascade of stable matrices.
Our model has allowed for non-conventioanl monetary policy in the sense of
buying assets in the recession and selling them in the boom. The stabilizing effects
then come through the equity market and Tobin’s q. What we have studied here
is basically the Bernanke Fed policy of “quantitative easing”, where we consider
however only the buying and selling of equity assets, not bonds. Though the latter
was also part of the quantitative easing policy, we have neglected this in the current
paper. This will be subject of future research.
Glossary: Summary of Notation
Steady state values are indicated by a superscript ‘o’. A dot over a variable x=x(t)
denotes the time derivative, a caret its growth rate; x˙ = dx/dt, xˆ = x˙/x.
As far as possible, the notation tries to follow the logic of using capital
letters for level variables and lower case letters for variables in intensive form, or
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for constant (steady state) ratios. Greek letters are most often constant coefficients
in behavioural equations (with, however, the notable exceptions being pi , ω).
A. Statically or dynamically endogenous variables:
Y Output of the domestic good
Y d Aggregate demand for the domestic good
Y p Potential output of the domestic good
Y e Expected sales for the domestic good
u = Y/Y p Rate of capacity utilisation of firms
K Capital stock
L Labor supply
Ld Total employment of the employed
e = Ld/L Rate of employment (e¯ the employment–complement of the NAIRU)
C Total goods consumption
I Gross business fixed investment
I Planned inventory investment
N Actual inventories
Nd Desired inventories
i Nominal short-term rate of interest (price of long-term bonds pb = 1)
p price level
pe Price of equities
pb Price of long-term bonds
q Tobin’s q = the value of equity over the value of capital = peE/(pK)
pib = pˆeb expected appreciation in the price of long-term domestic bonds
pie = pˆee expected appreciation in the price of equities
T n(T ) Nominal (real) taxes
G Real government expenditure
re Expected short-run rate of profit of firms
reb The expected rate of return on long terms bonds
ree The expected rate of return on equity
rek The expected rate of return on capital
w Nominal wages before taxes
ω = w/p real wages
pic Expected rate of inflation or inflation climate
B Stock of domestic short-term bonds (index d: demand)
Bl Stock of domestic long-term bonds. (index d: demand)
E Equities (index d: demand)
W n,W Nominal and real domestic wealth
n Natural growth rate of the labor force (adjustment towards n˜)
zˆ Rate of Harrod neutral technical change
tn total taxes per value unit of capital
B. Parameters of the model
δ Depreciation rate of the capital stock of firms
βx All β -expressions (adjustment speeds)
e¯ NAIRU employment rate (NAIRE)
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u¯ Normal rate of capacity utilisation of firms
κw,κp Weights of short– and long–run inflation (κwκp 6= 1)
κ = (1−κwκp)−1
yp Output–capital ratio
APPENDIX
Proof of Proposition 2
The Jacobian of the 3D system (53) is
J(3) =


−m∂ i(·)∂m −m
∂ i(·)
∂bl −m
∂ i(·)
∂ye
∂ pb
∂m (·)−
µ
pb −b
l ∂ i(·)
∂m
∂ pb
∂bl (·)−µ−b
l ∂ i(·)
∂bl −
1
pb τwω
1
x
∂y
∂ye −b
l ∂ i(·)
∂ye
(βye − ye)∂ i(·)∂m (βye − ye)∂ i(·)∂bl βye( ∂c∂ye −1)+(βye − ye)∂ i(·)dye

 ,
with i(·) = − 1p2b
(g− tc− τwωld − µm). In steady state we can conclude from the
law of motion of bl that i(·) =− 1pb b
lµ . We shall prove local asymptotic stability by
means of the necessary and sufficient Routh–Hurwitz conditions for a dynamical
system of three differential equations, namely
trJ(3) < 0, (62)
detJ(3) < 0, (63)
|J(3)M,1|+ |J
(3)
M,2|+ |J
(3)
M,3| > 0, (64)
tr(J(3))
(
J(3)M,1 + J
(3)
M,2 + J
(3)
M,3
)
−detJ(3) < 0. (65)
with J(3)M,i being the principal minor of the matrix entry J
(3)
ii . To prove (62) we
calculate:
trJ(3) = −m
∂ i(·)
∂m +
∂ pb
∂bl (·)−µ−b
l ∂ i(·)
∂bl +βye(
∂c
∂ye −1)+(βye − y
e)
∂ i(·)
∂ye
= −miq
∂q
∂m −b
liq
∂q
∂bl −
∂ pb
∂bl
1
pb
blµ −µ +βye( ∂c∂ye +
∂ i(·)
∂ye −1)− y
e ∂ i(·)
∂ye .
The first two terms of the sum can be recalculated as
−miq
∂q
∂m −b
liq
∂q
∂bl =−
1
detJ(2)
iq(αbl1
1
p2b
mq+αm1
1
p2b
pbblq+
mblq
m+ pbbl +q
).
We have seen in Section 5 that detJ(2) is positive,18 hence −miq ∂q∂m −b
liq ∂q∂bl < 0.
18See the sentence below equation (52).
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The next two parts of the sum in the trace are −∂ pb∂bl
1
pb b
lµ −µ which has a
negative sign since−∂ pb∂bl (1/pbµb
l)−µ < 0,−∂ pb∂bl (1/pbb
l)−1 < 0, and 1detJ(2)
(
αm2
rek
q2 b
l(m+
q)+αbl2
rek
q2 b
lm + mb
l
m+pbbl+q
)
< 1. The positive denominator exceeds the positive nu-
merator as one can see by means of equation (52), and hence the inequality holds.
Analogously to the model with short term bonds one can show that the term
βye( ∂c∂ye −1) is negative. Adding βye ∂ i(·)∂ye we get βye( ∂c∂ye + ∂ i(·)∂ye −1). To determine
sign of ∂ i(·)∂ye , we calculate
∂ i(·)
∂ye = iq
∂q
∂ye + iu
1
x
∂y
∂ye = iq
∂q
∂ rek
∂ rek
∂ye + iu
1
x
∂y
∂ye . (66)
We know already from Section 5 that ∂q∂ rek > 0. The other partial derivatives
are also positive, which is easy to verify by using the definitions of y and rek. To
guarantee a negative trace, although the adjustment speed βye may be very large, the
term ∂c∂ye −
∂ i(·)
∂ye − 1 must stay negative. The condition that iu is sufficiently small
limits the influence of the second part of the sum in (66) and choosing αbl2 and αm2
sufficiently small makes the first part of the sum after the second equality sign in
(66) sufficiently small.19 The only positive entry then is ye ∂ i(·)∂ye . For every value of
this last element of the sum we know that there are sufficiently large values for βye
that preserve the negative sign of the trace. Hence a sufficiently large adjustment
speed of the actual production to expected demand assures that the first Routh–
Hurwitz condition (62) is met.
The third Routh–Hurwitz condition (64) concerns the sum of the secondary
principal minors denoted by |J(3)M,1|, |J
(3)
M,2|, |J
(3)
M,3|, of the Jacobian J(3). We first
calculate
|J(3)M,1| =
∣∣∣∣∣ −
∂ pb
∂bl
1
pb
blµ −µ −bliq ∂q∂bl −
1
pb
τwω
1
x
∂y
∂ye −b
l ∂ i(·)
∂ye
(βye − ye)iq ∂q∂bl βye( ∂c∂ye −1)+(βye − ye)di(·)∂ye
∣∣∣∣∣ .
In order to guarantee that this determinant is positive we require that − ∂ pb∂bl
1
pb
blµ−
µ be negative, but this result has been shown in the proof that trace J(3) < 0.
We know that 0 < ∂ pb∂bl
1
pb
bl < 1. Hence a sufficient condition to have |J(3)M,1|>
0 is ∂q∂bl > 0 which is the case if αm1 is sufficiently large as was shown in Section 4.
19Alternatively to the condition of a small αbl2 and αm2, one may also consider sufficiently small
iq.
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Next we calculate
|J(3)M,2| =
∣∣∣∣∣ −miq
∂q
∂m −m
∂ i(·)
∂ye
(βye − ye)iq ∂q∂m βye( ∂c∂ye −1)+(βye − ye)∂ i(·)dye
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣ −miq
∂q
∂m −m
∂ i(·)
∂ye
0 βye( ∂c∂ye −1)
∣∣∣∣∣ ,
which is positive because ∂q∂m > 0 as shown Section 5. Finally we calculate
|J(3)M,3| =
∣∣∣∣∣ −miq
∂q
∂m −miq
∂q
∂bl∂ pb
∂m (·)−
1
pb µ −b
liq ∂q∂m
∂ pb
∂bl (·)−µ−b
liq ∂q∂bl
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣ −miq
∂q
∂m −miq
∂q
∂bl∂ pb
∂m (·)−
1
pb µ
∂ pb
∂bl (·)−µ
∣∣∣∣∣> 0.
With all three principal minors positive, we can assert that
|J(3)M,1|+ |J
(3)
M,2|+ |J
(3)
M,3|> 0.
The second Routh–Hurwitz condition (63) reads∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
−miq ∂q∂m −miq
∂q
∂bl −m
∂ i(·)
∂ye
∂ pb
∂m (·)−
µ
pb −b
liq ∂q∂m
∂ pb
∂bl (·)−µ−b
liq ∂q∂bl −
1
pb τwω
1
x
∂y
∂ye −b
l ∂ i(·)
∂ye
(βye − ye)iq ∂q∂m (βye − ye)iq ∂q∂bl βye( ∂c∂ye −1)+(βye − ye)∂ i(·)dye
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
−miq ∂q∂m −miq
∂q
∂bl −m
∂ i(·)
∂ye
∂ pb
∂m (·)−
1
pb µ −b
liq ∂q∂m
∂ pb
∂bl (·)−µ−b
liq ∂q∂bl −
1
pb τwω
1
x
∂y
∂ye −b
l ∂ i(·)
∂ye
0 0 βye( ∂c∂ye −1)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= βye( ∂c∂ye −1)|J
(3)
M,3|
where |J(3)M,3| has been shown above to be positive. We know that βye( ∂c∂ye − 1) is
negative, so (63) is satisfied.
The fourth Routh–Hurwitz condition in equation (65) is fulfilled for suffi-
ciently large values of βye , because βye is quadratic with a positive sign in the first
term of the sum, and is only linear in the second term.
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B
Proof of Proposition 3
The proof makes use of the continuity of the eigenvalues of a matrix with respect
to changes in the entries. The Jacobian of the system (54) can be written as
J(4)(βp) =


J(3)1,1 J
(3)
1,2 J
(3)
1,3 −m
κβp
yp
∂y
∂ye −m
∂ i(·)
∂ω
J(3)2,1 J
(3)
2,2 J
(3)
2,3 −bl
κβp
yp
∂y
∂ye −
1
pb
τw
y
x
+ ∂ pb∂ω (·)−b
l ∂ i(·)
∂ω
J(3)3,1 J
(3)
3,2 J
(3)
3,3 βye(sc− τw)ld +(βye − ye)∂ i(·)∂ω
0 0 ωκ(κw−1)
βp
yp
∂y
∂ye 0


where the J(3)
(i, j) are elements of the 3×3 subsystem (53). When βp = 0 the matrix
becomes
J(4)(0) =


J(3)1,1 J
(3)
1,2 J
(3)
1,3 −m
∂ i(·)
∂ω
J(3)2,1 J
(3)
2,2 J
(3)
2,3 −
1
pb τw
y
x
+ ∂ pb∂ω (·)−b
l ∂ i(·)
∂ω
J(3)3,1 J
(3)
3,2 J
(3)
3,3 βye(sc− τw)ld +(βye − ye)∂ i(·)∂ω
0 0 0 0

 .
From the well known property of a square matrix
A =
(
A11 0
D A22
)
, (67)
where A11 and A22 are square matrices, that
detA = (detA11)(detA22)
we can conclude that detJ(4)(βp) = (detJ(3))(detA22) = 0. The determinant of the
lower right 1× 1 matrix A22 is also the eigenvalue of the 1× 1 matrix and equals
0. Hence one eigenvalue of J(4)(βp) is zero, which was obvious because J(4)(βp)
is singular. The determinant of J(3) is negative as we have seen from the proof of
Proposition 2. From the same proof we can conclude that the eigenvalues of J(3) all
have negative real parts. Hence we know that the eigenvalues of J(4)(βp) consist of
the three negative eigenvalues of J(3) and one zero eigenvalue.
Now we have to show that small values of βp lead to local asymptotic sta-
bility of the system. From continuity of the eigenvalues of J(4)(βp) we see that
sufficiently small but positive values of βp do not change the sign of the three eigen-
values that formerly had negative real parts. If we can show that the determinant of
J(4)(βp) is positive then we will have shown that the formerly zero eigenvalue takes
negative values, because the product of four negative eigenvalues is positive.
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B
The determinant of J(4)(βp) turns out to be
detJ(4)(βp) =−ωκ(κw−1)βpyp
∂y
∂ye βye(sc− τw)l
d
∣∣∣∣∣ −m
∂ i(·)
∂m −m
∂ i(·)
∂bl∂ pb
∂m (·)−
µ
pb
∂ pb
∂bl (·)−µ
∣∣∣∣∣ .
We know from the proof of asymptotic stability for the 3D system that the latter
determinant is positive whenever the assumptions made in the proposition are met,
because it equals the second order principal minor |J(3)M,3|. Additionally we know
that sc− τw > 0 and κw−1 < 0. All other variables are positive, thus we can con-
clude that the detJ(4)(βp) > 0.
Proof of Proposition 4
The Jacobian the dynamical system (55) is given by
J(5) =


J(4)1,1 J
(4)
1,2 J
(4)
1,3 −mκκpβw 1xl ∂y∂ye J(4)1,4 mκκpβw yxl2
J(4)2,1 J
(4)
2,2 J
(4)
2,3 −blκκpβw 1xl ∂y∂ye J(4)2,4 blκκpβw yxl2
J(4)3,1 J
(4)
3,2 J
(4)
3,3 J
(4)
3,4 0
J(4)4,1 J
(4)
4,2 J
(4)
4,3 +
ωκ(1−κp)βw
xl
∂y
∂ye J
(4)
4,4 −ωκ(1−κp)βw yxl2
−liq ∂q∂m −liq
∂q
∂bl −l
∂ i(·)
∂ye −liq
∂q
∂ω 0


where the J(4)
(i, j) are the elements of J
(4)
. The proof of the proposition follows the
same route as the proof of Proposition 3. With βw = 0 the last column contains only
zeros, thus the matrix is singular and must possess one zero eigenvalue and four
eigenvalues with negative real parts.
Applying some row operations to the determinant which do not change its
value at all we obtain the representation:
J(5) = (col 1,col 2,col 3,col 4,col 5)
when
col 1 =
(
−m
∂ i(·)
∂m , −m
∂ i(·)
∂bl , −m
∂ i(·)
∂ye −m
κβp
yp
∂y
∂ye −
mκκpβw
xl
∂y
∂ye ,
−m
∂ i(·)
∂ω , mκκpβw
y
xl2
)⊤
col 2 =
(∂ pb
∂m (·)−
µ
pb
,
∂ pb
∂bl (·)−µ)
⊤, −
τwω
pbx
∂y
∂ye , −
1
pb
τw
y
x
+
∂ pb
∂ω (·), 0
)⊤
col 3 =
(
0, 0, βye( ∂c∂ye −1), βye(sc− τw)l
d, 0
)⊤
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col 4 =
(
0, 0, ωκ(
(1−κp)βw
xld +
(κw−1)βp
yp
)
∂y
∂ye , 0, −ωκ(1−κp)βw
y
xl2
)⊤
col 5 =
(
0, 0, −l κβp
yp
∂y
∂ye − lκκpβw
1
xl
∂y
∂ye , 0, −lκκpβw
y
xl2
)⊤
from which we can see that the sign of the determinant equals the determinant of
the lower right-hand 3× 3 system, because the upper 2× 2 system has a positive
determinant. The determinants of the lower right 3×3 sub matrix can be expressed
as
−βye(sc− τw)ld
∣∣∣∣∣ ωκ((κw−1)−
1−κp
κp
)
βp
yp
∂y
∂ye 0
−l κβpyp
∂y
∂ye − lκκpβw 1xl ∂y∂ye −lκκpβw yxl2
∣∣∣∣∣
from which we can conclude that the determinant |J(5)| is negative.
Steady state or trend values are indicated by a sub- or superscript ‘o’. When
no confusion arises, letters F,G,H may also define certain functional expressions in
a specific context. A dot over a variable x=x(t) denotes the time derivative, a caret
its growth rate; x˙ = dx/dt, xˆ = x˙/x. In the numerical simulations, flow variables are
measured at annual rates.
As far as possible, the notation tries to follow the logic of using capital
letters for level variables and lower case letters for variables in intensive form, or
for constant (steady state) ratios. Greek letters are most often constant coefficients
in behavioural equations (with, however, the notable exceptions being pi , ω).
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